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The challenges
In today’s complex regulatory environment, the
frequent changes and increase in compliance
obligations leaves organisations exposed to
greater compliance risk.

Our Solution – Compliance Accelerator
Deloitte’s Compliance Accelerator has been
developed using extensive industry experience
underpinned by RSA Archer® GRC Platform

The benefits

This solution allows organisations to promote a
strong enterprise wide compliance culture and
reduce overall cost of compliance
Up-to-date Regulatory Obligations

Real Time Visibility

No Centralised Repository
No centralised repository storing
internal policies and external
regulation

Identify latest regulatory requirements on a
day-to-day basis to ensure all compliance
obligations and related news are captured

Real-time, accurate reporting and dashboard allows
senior management a one-stop view of how policies,
regulation and issues are handled

Cohesive Gap Assessment

Lack of accountability
Difficulties to determine
accountability of regulatory and
policies requirement

`

Gap Assessment performed through
collaboration between all business functions
and units to provide cohesive evaluation to
adhere to regulatory requirements

Continuous Compliance Feedback
Compliance gaps or regulatory breaches
stored in central finding and remediation
repository allows continuous feedback to
refine controls, policies and level of
compliance risk

Standardised Policies and Controls
Central repository for internal policies sand
controls allows consistency and defined
accountabilities towards the organisation
aligned with business objectives

Disconnect between Policies and
Practices
Abundance of policies makes it
difficult to ensure proper control
procedures are carried out in day-today business practices
Rapid Shift of Regulatory
Requirements
Rapid changes in regulatory
requirements hinders difficulties in
communication of requirements
between the three line of defense
Increase in Compliance Costs
Lack of coordination and consistent
communication ultimately leads to
inefficacies and increase in
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Benefits from the Compliance accelerator
are as follows:

Centralised Repository
Internal Policies and Extern
Regulations are stored in a single
repository tracking consistent
changes and updates
Strong Compliance Culture
Better accountability is able to
determine stakeholders involvement
boasting a stronger compliance
culture
Aligned Business Practice with
Policies
A single source of truth helps to align
and conduct consistent business
practices as stated in internal policies

Reduced testing complexity
Testing performed swiftly with the use of
questionnaires reducing complexity and
reduce administrative tasks

Risk Driven Approach

Deduplication of effort
Reduce duplication of work by establishing
clear and comprehensive testing
procedures with defined accountabilities.

Deploy a risk driven approach aligned with
identified risk in the organization to address
regulatory requirement and policies

Better Data Governance
Data Governance establishes
frameworks to increase protection
and integrity of data
Effective communication

Deloitte Industry Expertise

RSA Archer Regulatory & Corporate Compliance

Deloitte GRC professionals with years
of industry experience and proven
methodologies shall support you in
your GRC journey by transforming your
compliance management framework
to drive efficiency and effectiveness

RSA Archer® offers the ability to store
policies and regulation, manage
controls, gap analysis and record
deficiencies through findings and
remediation

A single platform helps in
communications between three line
of defence ultimately reducing cost of
compliance
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RSA Archer Close Up – Regulatory & Corporate Compliance
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For more information, please contact:

Philip Chong

Annie Lim

Executive Director, Risk Advisory
pchong@deloitte.com

Director, Risk Advisory
anlim@deloitte.com
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